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domesticity's call.41 Doubtlessly, too, it was at that time that they 
first saw themselves as middle class and that households we group 
today under that rubric became aware of themselves as such. This 
discursive process of class formation and social consciousness was 
pursued in conjunction with the investigation of the new "laboring 
classes," and there, too, familialism intervened decisively in novelistic 
form. It is time we turned to Eugene Sue's Les Mysteres de Paris: 
familial discourse dons a protosocialist mask by means of the 
century's most influential roman-feuilleton or serial novel. 

Inside Out: 

Domesticating the Social 

in Eugene Sue's 

Les Mysteres de Paris 

What does it matter that a book is within reach of the 
pecuniary resources of the poor if it is not for their use? 
Do you believe that these everlasting descriptions of heinous 
crimes that fill the pages of most of the daily papers are for 
their use and particularly that they can produce a salutary 
impression upon them? Do you not know the extent to which 
such images can trouble the mind, lead the imagination of 
unenlightened readers astray? One always overcharges the 
poor for what is of no use to them, and even more for what 
may harm them in perturbing their minds and perverting 
their ideas. 

-de Gerando, De la bienf aisance publique ( 1839) 

I have not seen M. Sue. His book is all the rage here every 
evening. My nieces read of Sue what we allow them and 
dream only of him. What is a philosopher, a politician, 
a poet next to this Richardson of the people [du Richardson 
populaire] who can make his readers live and love all that 
in the form of drama? 

-Alphonse de Lamartine, as quoted by Bory 

THE PRODUCTION OF familial discourse by Paul et Virginie-the 
invention of new social space, family household structure, forms of 
desire, and concepts of gender-corresponds well to Ernesto Laclau 
and Chantel Mouffe's "discursive structure," an "articulatory prac-
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tice which constitutes and organizes social relations."' Indeed, this 
is what I meant when I concluded that in its day Paul et Virginie 
wielded a semiotic style that signified the emergence of a new form 
of politics: a politics of discourse itself. Furthermore, Bernardin's 
novel lay at the heart of the process of transformation described by 
Laclau and Mouffe in which the relative fixity of Old Regime social, 
caste, and corporate identities gave way to the "non-sutured" open
ness of postabsolutist society and its field of discursive differences." 

That is to say, not only did Paul et Virginie's economy of sentiment 
break with Old Regime cultural and social practices and rework 
them into new ones; the novel also labored to insert social structures 
and identities into the modern field of social discursivity, and, in so 
doing, imparted to the social as such a fluid, indeterminate nature 
that it didn't have before. And it is this discursive field of social 
differences that discursive structures such as "family" and domes
ticity will work on, redistributing and fixing them in a process of 
social mapping. The petite societe's fatherless family household 
dissolves Old Regime identities and causes them to float and drift 
only to fuse (or to use Laclau and Mouffe's Lacanian terminology, 
"suture") them into a radically new entity, the female-dominated 
domestic household. This "family" entailed nothing less than the 
invention of a new "imagined community" and a regulated social 
body, a new notion of femininity and female authority, and the 
creation of a new social class of the middle ranks. It is precisely this 
double work of dispersion on the one hand and articulation on the 
other-which is what novels perform-that produces and renews 
familial discourse throughout the nineteenth century. 

The question then arises of what happens to familial discourse 
as an articulatory practice in a postrevolutionary, emergent capitalist 
era, when, moreover, new readers from the urban laboring classes 
enjoy access to the new written culture of daily newspapers and 
their serial novels. And what changes does familialism 's imagined 
community undergo? The answer can be found in the pages of 
Eugene Sue's Les Mysteres de Paris (published in Le journal des 
debats, 1842-43), the nineteenth century's most renowned roman
feuilleton, or serial novel. Indeed, Les Mysteres will provide us with 
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an opportunity to observe how familial discourse adjusted its tactics 
and rhetoric as it expanded the scope and ambition of semiotic work 
to construct and encode yet another new social class, the urban 
laborers. 1 

Print Culture Old and New 

I want to argue that the following five events must be held 
simultaneously before the mind's eye: the serial publication of Les 
Mysteres de Paris; the rapid extension of national print culture by 
the large-circulation dailies and their serial novels to urban workers; 
the introduction of the laboring classes and a new urban topography 
under the rubric of la question sociale among the field of discursive 
objects; a new expansion of social discursivity to yet other collective 
and social identities; and a reworking of what it meant to be "middle 
class." The first four events involved a subtle dialectic of recognition 
in which many readers and journalists of the laboring classes excit
edly praised Sue for being the first writer of national prominence to 
give voice and representation to their conditions and miseries and in 
which Sue, in turn, modified his narrative in response to the requests 
of these readers. 4 The last event was a new process of class definition 
whereby the middle class was constructed in terms of nostalgia for 
the Old Regime nobility on the one hand and anxiety with respect 
to urban workers on the other. The admittance of urban workers as 
both objects and readers into an expanded national print culture 
was very much felt as a violation, not just of taste but of social 
boundaries, by many readers in the cultivated public. Benedict 
Anderson's notion of the "imagined community" helps us understand 
how this might have been the case. He argues that the novelistic 
presentation of objects (for example, Parisian streets and quarters, 
buildings, and landmarks) introduces within the frame of "homo
geneous, empty time" of calendar and clock at least a tacit sense of 
"community in anonymity" among readers. 5 Thus the reading of 
best-sellers and the daily consumption of newspapers by the middle 
class and workers alike amounted to identical rituals of "imagining" 
a national community, however internally differentiated or divided 
it may be. Anderson observes that 
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the newspaper is merely an "extreme form" of the book, a book sold 
on a colossal scale, but of ephemeral popularity. Might we say: one-day 
best-sellers? The obsolescence of the newspaper on the morrow of its 
printing-curious that one of the earlier mass-produced commodities 
should also prefigure the obsolescence of modern durables-nonetheless, 
for just this reason, creates this extraordinary mass ceremony: the almost 
precisely simultaneous consumption ("imagining") of newspaper as 
fiction .... Furthermore, this ceremony is incessantly repeated at daily 
intervals throughout the calendar. What more vivid figure for the secular, 
historically-clocked, imagined community can be envisioned? ... As 
with Noli Me Tangere [a novel by Filipino nationalist Jose Rizal], fiction 
seeps quietly and continuously into reality creating that remarkable 
sense of community in anonymity which is the hallmark of modern 
nations. 6 

This identity between best-seller and newspaper received its most 
powerful form, of course, in serial novels such as Sue's. No wonder 
that the new "imagined community" of Les Mysteres (the redrawn 
social topography and modification of the "real" by familial dis
course) met with stiff resistance from conservative critics and readers. 
To write and publish serial novels about urban workers inadmissibly 
conferred upon the latter something of an aura of cultural legitimacy; 
the new public sphere produced by the commercial print media 
granted the laboring classes a droit de cite that they had not enjoyed 
before (except briefly, perhaps, during the First Republic). At the 
same time, the figural and narrative work in Sue's novel circumscribed 
and, up to a certain point, contained the process of legitimation of 
the lower orders of society within the framework of familialism 's 
new social logic. 

Familial Discourse and the Field of Discursivity 

Critics from Karl Marx to Umberto Eco and Peter Brooks have 
never tired of pointing this out: characters such as Fleur-de-Marie 
and Le Chourineur are indoctrinated by social and religious pater
nalism; 7 the text respects bourgeois morality in having Fleur-de
Marie, the fallen woman of aristocratic origins, die, and thereby 
enforces conventional social hierarchies and distinctions whereby 
the upper and lower ranks of society remain in their separate 
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spheres.8 But these critics are at pains to reconcile both the trans
gressive and conservative aspects of Sue's text in particular and of 
serial novels of the city in general. Eco's essay on Les Mysteres ends 
with an embarrassed note in which he is forced to account for the 
novel's immense popularity among urban workers, and how it may 
have contributed to their long-term mobilization prior to the Revo
lution of 1848, by invoking the unfathomable hazards of literary 
reception: 

the message which has been evolved by an educated elite (in a cultural 
group or a kind of communication headquarters, which takes its lead 
from the political or economic group in power) is expressed at the outset 
in terms of a fixed code, but is caught by diverse groups of receivers 
and deciphered on the basis of other codes. The sense of the message 
often undergoes a kind of filtration or distortion in the process, which 
completely alters its "pragmatic function." 9 

Two things are worth observing here. First, like most semioti
cians, Eco thinks in terms of contained sealed codes that may or 
may not reach their receiver by virtue of his or her own codes. But 
that "synchronic closure" of codes dispenses with the very process 
of textual production of codes themselves. This is the semiotic work 
of a text that may implement provisional effects of rhetorical and 
semantic "closure"; but the emphasis should more properly fall on 
the work process, which then leaves us with that sense of indeter
minate discursivity that Laclau and Mouffe claim is the distinguish
ing feature of social practices in a postfeudal age. By that I wish to 
suggest that Les Mysteres does not begin with a fixed code, and that 
it deploys its code narratively only to bind it and fix it once again at 
the end of the text. Rather, it seems to me that what is at work is a 
capitalizing by the novel on the very porousness of the discursive 
objects, their openness to the outside, to the play of radical semantic 
difference in the field of social identities, in order to construct a new 
discourse that is not the same as that which "preceded" the novel's 
labor. Rather than affirming an ideology that existed prior to Les 
Mysteres, Sue (but he was scarcely alone in this) produced a new 
social discourse that left the social with a different configuration and 
outline. This will become clear as we move through the novel. 
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Second, clearly the problems of reception theory constitute the 
vanishing point of Eco's approach. They also dog other attempts to 

analyze the intersection of middle-class or culture-industry commer
cial literature and their working-class consumers. 10 Again, the re
placing of a traditional notion of the semiotic by that of the discursive 
will lead us out of the dead end of a false problem. Foucault, and 
after him Laclau and Mouffe, remind us that the field of social 
discursivity is never totally articulated by any one discursive structure 
or code, and that both hegemonic practices and, conversely, those of 
resistance provide points of fixation and drift where the flows of 
power are brought into play. The effects of hegemonic discourse are 
unpredictable, and not only because any one discourse can be 
"interpreted" differently, "stolen;' or "reappropriated." They are 
unforeseeable by nature simply because the construction of, for 
example, the "laboring poor" along the lines of a modified familial 
discourse, and their subsequent insertion in the play of social maps, 
boundaries, meaning, and identities, also may politicize the "labor
ing poor" by clearing a space for those who are classified under that 
rubric to affirm themselves collectively in discourse even though the 
field of meanings and concepts is limited by the new hegemonic print 
culture, its imagined community, and familial ideology. Thus it is 
entirely possible for those urban workers who responded to Les 
Mysteres to set forth social demands within the public sphere of 
print culture and politics, then to refuse to leave it once they were 
summoned to do so in February and June 1848, and finally later in 
the century to implement trade union agendas based on the needs of 
the working-class family defined in terms of the new domesticity. 11 

To summarize: the very entry of urban workers as objects and readers 
in the expanded domain of national print culture enjoyed political 
effects of the same order as did the articulation of that culture by 
familial discourse. This is the finer implication of Foucault's point 
that both hegemony and resistance are situated on the shifting terrain 
of discursive practices. 
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"L'Homme invisible": The Serial Novel, 
Print Culture, and Domesticity 

The identification of the older print culture with the early dis
course of domesticity in the eyes of the literate elite can be read in 
their simultaneous transgression heralded by the publication of Les 
Mysteres de Paris. One of the earliest critical studies of serial novels, 
Alfred Nettement's Etudes critiques sur le feuilleton roman, 11 de
nounced their publication. It is worth observing that Nettement 
addressed his remarks in epistolary form to an imaginary male 
aristocratic reader; this confirms for us that on the one hand he was 
attached to an older print culture that had its roots in the Enlight
enment, and that on the other he also assumed the nobility now 
shared the new norms of domesticity. For him the consumption of 
serial novels by the general public and by mothers and wives in 
particular amounted to nothing less than a violation of the sanctity 
of the home: 

Eden is still in our day that sweet and chaste life of the domestic hearth 
[de foyer domestique], that pure and charming private life [intimitel in 
which no outside noise resounds, that harmony of sentiments and ideas 
which makes heaven on earth. If the serial novel enters your interior, all 
that disappears. Woe betide you! The enemy is in your homes [foyers]. 
It has penetrated inside with its train of disappointing illusions, mis
leading ideas, spineless and dangerous emotions, corrupting dreams, 
incendiary images. 13 

The serial novel's power of disruption as discourse is a matter of 
utmost seriousness to Nettement; he goes so far as to claim that the 
serial novel has insidiously replaced the priest, the wife's confessor, 
who had enjoyed until recently invisible and secret authority and 
influence in the household: 

But tell me, you who speak of an invisible man seated in the home [foyer] 
between husband and wife, do you not dread anything of that counselor, 
that interlocutor of a new kind, who during two months, three months, 
sometimes a year, returns every morning with the newspaper, who seizes 
hold of the feelings, thoughts of a young woman, who will create for 
her a new ideal, who will reign over her hours of solitude, who will stir 
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up her imagination, and who, instead of being dominated like the priest 
by an unvarying rule from which he cannot depart, makes himself his 
own rule, or rather has no other rule than his own whim and fancy? 14 

These passages are drawn from a long section entitled "Influence du 
roman-feuilleton sur la famille" (The influence of the serial novel on 
the family). If we follow Nettement's line of reasoning, to read a 
serial novel was literally to introduce the street ("the outside noise," 
"the enemy") and the authority of another discourse (the male 
stranger, "the counselor") into the privacy of the household. 

Conversely, the extension of national print culture to the popular 
classes as both subject matter and readership meant detaching it 
from its moorings in the old domesticity. Nettement makes this point 
with reference to earlier novelistic embodiments of the new family 
norms-Richardson's Pamela and Bernardin de Saint-Pierre's Virgi
nie-that he opposes to Sue's young prostitute Fleur-de-Marie; she 
is inadmissible as a heroine: "Is that the portrait of another Pamela 
or of a new Virginie, minus the inimitable color of great painters 
who have made their canvasses shine with those elevated types of 
moral beauty enhanced by physical beauty? ... No, this woman is 
the prostitute whose type I tried to outline." 15 Nettement was surely 
right in that Fleur-de-Marie was not Virginie in terms of the older 
discourse; but she did occupy a similar position in the context of a 
new print culture, wider reading public, and transformed discourse 
of class and domesticity. That is what Nettement failed to grasp or 
could not accept. 

The idea that reading serial novels was a family affair was a 
commonly held assumption during their heyday in the 184os. Louis 
Reybaud, a contemporary novelist, commented with no small amuse
ment: 

Savored by mother and father, the serial goes straight to the children 
who lend it to the servants from where it descends to the doorman (if 
the latter has not already read it first). Do you understand the kind of 
roots a serial novel consumed in this manner has in a household 
[interieur] and what kind of situation that it immediately secures for a 
newspaper? From now on this newspaper is an integral part of the 
family. If in order to save money one drops it, the mother pouts, the 
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children complain, the entire household [maison] is up in arms [en 
revolution]. it becomes necessary to take it again, to resubscribe in order 
to reestablish domestic harmony and conjugal bliss. That, Masseur, is 
how the serial plays from now on a social role, and takes its dominant 
place next to the stewpot and kitchen utensils. 16 

I think we can safely assume that what also upset Nettement was 
not only the entry of the Parisian laboring classes into the domestic 
household but also the association of middle- and upper-class fam
ilies with more modest ones in their common membership in the 
imagined community of readers of large-circulation dailies. Put 
rather crudely, in the eyes of the older domesticity working-class 
households can no more be called true "families" than can Fleur-de
Marie be Virginie. I want to argue that the elaboration of a new 
discourse of family and social space worked precisely on establishing 
these unsettling "monstrous proximities" between socially opposite 
households to a double effect: on the one hand that of rooting 
middle- and upper-class identity in a domestic sphere under constant 
threat of disruption from the urban environment, and on the other 
hand that of promising to the newly literate that they, too, may enjoy 
the satisfactions of domesticity and of perhaps a higher social station. 
In turn, these hopes remain as vulnerable (if not more so), as the 
established households of their social betters to the pressures that 
the city and its pathologies exert on them. 

Monstrous Proximities 

In a sense, Les Mysteres de Paris achieved the same effects as 
Paul et Virginie: the invention of a national community based on 
new norms of "family" that potentially includes in its embrace all 
social groups while in actuality maintaining social distinctions and 
differences. Only now, fifty years later, when the fixed identities of 
blood, caste, corporation, and title had come unstuck before the 
fluid nature of postrevolutionary society, domesticity held sway over 
the upper echelons of society and, consequently, the perceived threat 
was no longer from above (the First and Second Estates) but from 
below (the urban laboring classes). With the appearance of the urban 
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unwashed, familialism's modus operandi of simultaneous inclusion 
within and exclusion from the broad middle-class fold shifted to an 
endless and supple dynamics in which the inclusion of its targets 
(aristocrats, prostitutes, criminals, working-class men and women) 
would never be definitive nor their exclusion ever final. In novels the 
characters are always strong enough to stand and free to fall. There 
was already an example of this dynamic in Paul et Virginie when 
Mme de La Tour weakly acquiesced to the old social logic that 
underlay the governor's forceful pleas to allow Virginie to depart for 
France so that she may claim her inheritance. In Sue's novel, much 
of the melodrama turns on the intensification of these moral uncer
tainties. 

The general plot of Les Mysteres runs as follows: Rodolphe, 
German prince of Gerolstein, lives incognito in Paris where he 
performs clandestine acts of charity to the deserving poor in penance 
for having raised his hand against his father, who forbade his love 
marriage to Sarah, an ambitious and scheming British aristocrat. 
With the help of Polidori, Rodolphe's Italian tutor, she managed to 
trick Rodolphe into marrying her illegally, which plot he later 
discovered. During one of his forays into the Parisian underworld, 
Rodolphe saves Fleur-de-Marie, a very young prostitute otherwise 
known as La Goualeuse (The Songstress), from a brutal beating by 
Le Chourineur (The Ripper or The Slasher) whom Rodolphe will 
eventually befriend. As the plot evolves, Fleur-de-Marie turns out to 
be his long-lost daughter, whom Sarah had abandoned after their 
marriage was declared null and void. Meanwhile, Rodolphe's actions 
pit him against a sinister cast of characters: Le Maitre d'ecole (The 
Schoolmaster), a master criminal, and his companion La Chouette 
(The Screech-Owl), who was Fleur-de-Marie's procuress; Ferrand, a 
corrupt notary and moneylender; Polidori, now a dangerous assassin 
and back-street abortion practitioner; and a band of petty criminals 
including La Martial (The Fighter) and her daughters and son, Bras 
Rouge (Red Arm) and his son Tortillard (Happy), and Le Squelette 
(The Skeleton). Conversely, Rodolphe's acts of charity will lead him 
to befriend Rigolette (Miss Dimpleton), a hardworking seamstress, 
her lover Germain (also Le Maitre d'ecole's son), La Louve (The She-
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Wolf, Fleur-de-Marie's rival, later her friend), Martial (son of La 
Martial and La Louve's companion), Morel, a poor gem cutter, and 
his family, and Mme d'Harville, an unhappily married woman. By 
the novel's end (some 2,500 pages later in the 1844 edition), Le 
Maitre d'ecole has been put away in an insane asylum, Le Chourineur 
and La Chouette are dead; so are Sarah, Ferrand, Polidori, La 
Martial, and her daughter Calebasse (Calabash). Rodolphe and 
Mme d'Harville have married, as have Germain and Rigolette and 
La Louve and Martial. Morel's family is saved from ruin at the hands 
of Ferrand but Fleur-de-Marie, although she has been restored to 
family life and her high social station with Rodolphe, dies of guilt 
for her past life, leaving Rodolphe and his wife bereaved. 

Originally, Sue intended to subtitle Les Mysteres de Paris "Le 
Convertisseur." 17 And indeed, something of a schema of narrative 
conversions is operating in the novel's multiple plots. Characters 
discover or are won over to the norms of the new domesticity and 
thus marry and establish bustling model households by the novel's 
end. Hence the many companionate marriages that conclude the 
narrative. Conversely, we can speak of other stories of nonconversion 
(Sarah, Le Maitre d'ecole, La Chouette, La Martial, et al.) in which 
characters refuse to change their ways and "return" to family life; 
thus they die. These plots, then, seemingly turn on the clear-cut 
presence or absence of "family." However, as in Paul et Virginie, the 
general narrative both begins and ends with a lack of "family." More 
important, just how the lack of realization of "family" is distributed 
across the social spectrum is never assured before the last page. 
Indeed, the dynamics of familial lack at work in Paul et Virginie 
undergoes a transformation whereby it is generalized to all charac
ters. No one group or class fully realizes the new model family, nor 
are the vilest characters such as Le Maitre d'ecole or Sarah totally 
exempt of moments of familial desire. The conversions do not meet 
with either complete success or failure. Thus the "family" is neither 
altogether present nor fully absent. Similarly, the shifting proximities 
of characters and their households in relation to each other with 
respect to the norms of family life does not convert readers to the 
new models of desire and gender relations so much as it contaminates 
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them with a constant anxiety, if not paranoia, concerning the eternal 
fragility and possible renewal of familial practices and values in the 
new social landscapes of the urban metropolis. One's spouse may 
marry one out of ambition (Sarah) or selfishness (M. d'Harville) or 
go mad (Mme Morel), one's daughter may end up pregnant (Louise 
Morel), perhaps even a prostitute (Fleur-de-Marie), one's father may 
actually be a criminal (Le Maitre d'ecole); or, conversely, the son of 
an unnatural mother may give up a life of lawlessness (Martial), an 
orphaned criminal may become a farmer (Le Chourineur), a morally 
loose seamstress will settle down and start a family (Rigolette). The 
inscribed instability of the familial map is identical with a social 
one, and maintains sociopolitical identities in a state of flux that 
matches the potential porousness of post-Old Regime relations. The 
force and point of Sue's serial novel is its peculiar reformulation of a 
familial social imaginary by means of shifting and floating social 
distinctions. The obsessive hand-wringing over social differences in 
novels like Sue's and in contemporary writing did not reflect the 
instability of urban life in France's transition to capitalism; rather, 
the recurrent blurring and transgression of fundamental boundaries 
between classes, genders, and public and private spheres by these 
novels did much to promote the porousness of social relations. And 
this recalls the new discursiveness of the social itself. In serial novels 
uncertainties around class derived in part from uncertainties about 
"family" and marked the eternal return of the familial, which by 
virtue of its lack or absence both fixed and unfixed the social, 
produced subjecthood and collectivities (families and classes for one 
thing) within a field of differences that ultimately cannot be mas
tered. 

Fixing the Social, I: A New Urban Topography 

A good example of "monstrous proximity" can be found in the 
opening lines of Les Mysteres: 

On the cold and rainy evening of December 13, 1838, a man of athletic 
build, wearing workman's clothing, crossed the Pont-au-Change, and 
dived into the City [la Citel, a maze of dark, narrow, crooked streets, 
which spreads from the Palace of Justice to Notre Dame Cathedral. 
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The Palace of Justice quarter, though very delimited and closely 
watched, serves as the asylum and gathering-place of malefactors in 
Paris. Is it not strange, or rather fatal, that an irresistible pull makes 
criminals gravitate towards this formidable tribunal which condemns 
them to prison, to the penal colony, to the scaffold! 

On this night, the wind, we say, fiercely swept through the cheerless 
quarter's alleys. The wan and flickering light of the street-lamps, swing
ing in the breeze, danced by reflection in the black water of the stream 
that ran midway in the muddy paving stones. 

The mud-colored houses were broken by a few worm-eaten window
frames with hardly a pane. Dark and filthy alleys led to flights of steps 
even darker and more filthy, while being so steep it was hard to climb 
up them even by help of a rope iron-cramped to the sweating walls. 

Some of the ground floors were shops of coal-dealers, tripe butchers, 
or those who resold bad meat [revendeurs de mauvaises viandes]. 
Notwithstanding the paltry value of the foodstuffs, the fronts of the 
windows were nearly all iron-barred, so much did the shopkeepers dread 
the audaciousness of the quarter's thieves. 

The man we noticed slackened his pace on reaching the Rue aux 
Feves, situated in the heart of the City, feeling that he was "on his own 
ground." 

It was very dark, and the strong gusts of rain lashed the walls. 
Far off ten o'clock rang from the Palace of Justice clock. 
Women, lying in wait under porchways as in deep, vaulted, ill-lit 

caves, hummed refrains of popular songs. 18 

D. A. Miller has pointed out that the second paragraph encapsulates 
in several revealing lines the relationship studied by Foucault whereby 
in the nineteenth century the criminal justice system, by virtue of its 
methods of policing, investigation, classification, and incarceration, 
created a criminal milieu that in turn resembles in its practices and 
organization the operations of the police themselves. 19 This may 
indeed be the case. But the copresence of the Palais de Justice and 
loitering criminals is not simply symptomatic of some relation of 
power; more interestingly, this textual construction actually performs 
an anxiety-provoking act on readers whose sensibilities are perhaps 
worked up by this taunting and mysterious proximity of criminals 
to the main courthouse. Or better still, this compromising rap

prochement may elicit the very new perception that a social boundary 
has been compromised and thus the desire to see its integrity restored. 
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But let's explore this map and these nascent readerly desires in more 
detail. 

Readers are walked through a quarter of town where presumably 
they've never set foot, or if they have, they should never have visited. 
The layout of the streets, the street lighting, even the architecture of 
the buildings obstruct the readers' gaze while at the same time 
soliciting it. The cramped, irregular space (the winding, narrow 
streets; the windowless, dosed-up houses and shops) encodes the 
city anachronistically as a medieval chateau replete with hidden 
dangers-concealed entrances, traps, and dungeons-that in turn 
stage the drama of physical dissolution in which the repulsive 
confusion of worm-eaten structures, rotten meat, and prostitutes' 
fallen bodies is matched by the equally unsettling identity of the 
street and the sewer. Parent-Duchatelet could have authored this 
passage, for the mystery of the Cite is predicated on social differences 
that are medico-hygienic to the core. (Sue will acknowledge the 
importance of De la prostitution dans la ville de Paris later in the 
novel [1:65).) The text brings into play several desires here. First, 
the transgression of the imagined community by the presentation of 
unfamiliar social space teases readers to want to know more; this 
new desire will in turn permit the novel to continue the semiotic 
work it has already begun. Moreover, the mechanics and power of 
social voyeurism position the readers as middle or upper class, 
imaginatively exploring the shady parts of town from the safety of 
their private homes. Here is Nettement's outraged assessment of 

reader1y slumming: 

That urge [instinct) of unhealthy curiosity, which thirsts after new, 
harrowing thrills [emotions], was the first element of public favor 
bestowed upon the work by the journal des debats novelist. Les Mysteres 
de Paris could be compared to a public execution that everyone can 
witness at home [chez soi], or to a visit made to a penal colony by the 
reader without leaving his study. The ease with which one can take 
pleasure in this spectacle together with the horrible novelty of the 
emotions it affords had a great deal to do with the book's success. 20 

Second, the "knowledge" the novel constructs-the "other" Paris 
as deeply pathological-inscribes in the landscape the need for the 
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intervention of public health officers, philanthropists, and the police, 
and inscribes in readers the wish to see it done. Finally, the social 
pathology negatively designates the new familial norms that solicit 
readers' approval; for if only the quarter could be redesigned, proper 
sewage lines and street-lighting introduced, and new housing built, 
then perhaps we would witness the propagation of bustling house
holds overseen by virtuous mothers who prepare healthy meals for 
their families. As in Paul et Virginie, familial discourse and desire 
power an entire social agenda. 

Of course, nothing better illustrates the flow of social desire in 
Les Mysteres than the figure of the prostitute. She is the end point 
of the entire excursion through the Cite. Readers are guided met
onymically down its shadowy, twisting streets, past flickering street
lamps, darkened houses, and pestilential "second-hand" meat shops 
that line the polluted thoroughfares to the women selling sex for 
subsistence. Their bodies are condensed figures for the play of 
transgression and desire that organizes the whole passage, indeed 
much of the novel itself. In their flesh thrives a "monstrous prox
imity" of two opposites-women and the street-a blurring of social 
boundaries that reaches its fullest expression in Fleur-de-Marie her
self. Le Chourineur's progress through the Cite will fatefully end in 
bringing together Fleur-de-Marie and Rodolphe, her father. Here, 
the familialist nightmare of evanescent distinctions and corrupted 
identities is literally a family one: Rodolphe's lack of "family" (he 
has lost his daughter, as we later learn) is mirrored in and com
pounded by Fleur-de-Marie's lack of virtue. His daughter is doubly 
"lost;' for she is a teenage prostitute. The power of this shocking 
narrative of the violation of normative family life was such that 
Nettement claimed that for mothers and housewives even to read it 
amounted to reproducing a scandalous rapprochement between 
these virtuous meres de famille and the streets from which they are 
sheltered: 

You conduct the young mother to the dreadful Lapin Blanc [White 
Rabbit] cabaret, you put her in contact with mere Ponisse's boarders, 
you initiate her in La Louve's and La Goualeuse's [Fleur-de-Marie's J 

morals, and, after placing a bookmarker on that page and scarcely 
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having exited from that hell, you will then send her to make her 
accustomed visit to her children, who must find heaven on her lips, in 
her eyes, in her words, in her heart! 21 

Upper- and middle-class women readers of Sue's novel risk henceforth 
being no more "at home" in their households than common prosti
tutes in a family setting, and conversely, like public women, all too 
"at home" in the streets of Les Mysteres. That is the fear that grips 
critics such as Nettement. But again, what he does not grasp is that 
this new tactic deployed by serial novelists promotes the boundaries 
of domesticity in a new form, by means of the perception of their 
transgression as giving rise to "monstrous proximities." 

Sue turns the play of transgressions in the plot and in the reading 
process to his favor. Quite lucidly, he associates his exploration of 
urban disorder with a general strategy of moralization of the urban 
laboring classes that involved the descent of high society house
wives-the first welfare caseworkers-into workers' households, 
workhouses, prisons, and asylums. These are the dames patron
nesses, whose task was a disciplinary one of gathering knowledge, 
dispensing advice, and, in general, policing the down-and-out: 

These ladies ... come every week to pass long hours with the miserable 
prisoners of Saint-Lazare [a prison for prostitutes]; espying in these 
degraded beings the least aspiration after virtue, the least regret for a 
past crime, they encourage the better tendencies and sow repentance; 
and, by the powerful magic of the words "duty," "honor," "virtue," 
sometimes they rescue from the depths of degradation one abandoned, 
despised, ruined being. (2: 301/374, translation modified) 

By turns indulgent and firm, patient and strict, always just and impartial, 
these ladies, in constant contact with the detainees, end up acquiring 
after long years of service such a science of the physiognomy of these 
unhappy women that they almost always judge correctly after one look 
and instantly classify them according to their degree of immorality. (2: 

303, my translation) 

Sue, as if in anticipation of Nettement's attacks, reverses the trope of 
mothers of families [meres de famille] in order to authorize his own 
verbal practice: 
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Accustomed to the refinements of the best society, these courageous 
women leave their age-old town houses, pressing their lips to the virginal 
cheeks of their daughters, pure as the angels of heaven, and go to the 
gloomy prisons to brave the gross indifference, or the criminal conver
sation, of thieves and prostitutes. 

Faithful to their mission of high morality, they valiantly descend into 
the pestilential gutter, place the hand on all those ulcerated hearts, and 
if some feeble pulsation of honor reveals to them the slightest hope of 
saving them, they contend and tear from an almost irrevocable perdition 
the wretch of whom they do not despair. 

The scrupulous reader to whom we address ourselves, will calm, then, 
his sensibility, in thinking that he will only hear and see, after all, what 
these venerated women see and hear every day. (2: 301/374-75, trans
lation modified) 

"Family" empowers the new social philanthropy, Les Mysteres, and 
their common field of knowledge. Clemence d'Harville, the dame 
patronnesse of Les Mysteres, spells it out for readers: "Poor women! 
It seems that I take a greater interest in them when I think of my 
daughters" (2: 277, my translation). Conversely, philanthropy and 
Les Mysteres consecrate "family": helping or reading about destitute 
women seemingly returns us all the more "home" to our loved ones: 

this prison house [Saint-Lazare] holds really guilty creatures. If I were 
not a mother, I would have doubtless judged them with still greater 
severity. Whereas I feel a pity full of pain for them in thinking that 
perhaps they would not have been led astray had they not been left 
abandoned and in poverty since childhood. I do not know why but after 
these thoughts I seem to love my daughter even more. (2: 279-80, 
emphasis mine, my translation) 

Thus familial discourse marks here a new shift: the utopian margin
ality and isolation of Paul et Virginie's petite socihe gives way before 
domesticity's new public militancy, which seeks to impose itself on 
the world outside in the most straightforward manner. This comes, 
however, at the cost of destabilizing the new model family itself, for 
its internal identity and cohesion are now inexorably linked to the 
public sphere that it still rejects but now wishes to colonize actively. 
And like all missionary enterprises, Sue's militant familialism con-
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structs a disturbing, paranoid landscape in which the novel's char
acters and readers must circulate. 

Fear and Loathing in Paris 

The streets, buildings, and bodies of the Cite are the first strokes 
in Sue's tableau of Paris. However, his novel does not cover the capital 
in a detailed fashion. Few other quarters receive the extensive treat
ment that the Cite does. Rather, the plot takes readers through a 
rather sparse symbolic landscape which other novelists such as 
Balzac, and the manifold "panoramas" of Paris, had already begun 
to dot with the landmarks of social pathology. First, there are the 
filthy, ill-lit taverns and cabarets such as mere Ponisse's Lapin Blanc 
[White Rabbit] (r: 20) and the fencer Bras Rouge's Coeur-Saignant 
[Bleeding Heart], where criminals congregate pell-mell (r: r 13-22). 

Bras Rouge's dive incarnates the now familiar confusion of interior 
space, the sewer, and the street; the cabaret barely rises above street 
level: 

A flight of steps, cut in the deep and greasy ground, led to the bottom 
of a sort of deep ditch, at the end of which, cut perpendicularly, stood 
a low, mean, dilapidated hovel. Its roof, covered with mossy tiles, scarcely 
rose above the step on which Rodolphe was standing; two or three huts, 
built of worm-eaten planks, serving as a cellar, wood-house, and rabbit
hutches, formed fitting appurtenances to this wretched den. (I: I I 3/7 I) 

Indeed, when Rodolphe "descends" into the Coeur-Saignant he 
barely avoids being drowned by treacherous Bras Rouge in a cellar 
filled with water from the largest sewer of all-the Seine. 

Second, there are the shabby, tawdry furnished rooms-the fa
mous garnis-like the one on Rue du Temple, overseen by the Pipelets 
and where Rodolphe, Rigolette, Polidori, Bras Rouge, and the Morel 
family all have lodgings. It combines the closed, watery depths of 
sewers with the features of a garbage dump: 

Situated in a dense trading neighborhood the house in question exter
nally possessed nothing very remarkable; it was composed of a ground 
floor, occupied by a man keeping a low drinking shop, and of four 
stories, surmounted by garrets. 
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A dark and narrow alley led to a small courtyard, or rather to a sort 
of square dry well, five or six feet wide, completely excluded from air 
and light, and serving as a filthy receptacle for all the refuse thrown 
down by the several occupants of the respective chambers; for apertures 
lacking windowpanes on each landing opened upon this pit. (I: I 8 5/ 
116, translation modified) 

The association between sewers, social marginality, and criminality 
is virtually systematic in Sue's text and logically leads straight to the 
Martial family, who inhabit a house located on an island in the 
middle of the Seine. A pathological household of criminals, the 
family was founded by the grandfather, later guillotined for his 
crimes, whose livelihood was literally living off the sewage and refuse 
dumped daily in the river (3: 48-54). 

Third, the novel conducts tours through those institutions meant 
to contain and cure the diseased social body: Saint-Lazare, Bicetre, 
La Force, and a civilian hospital for tubercular women. They are 
characterized as much by their inmates as by their architecture. Here, 
too, metaphors of the sewer and street structure readers' perceptions. 
For example, Saint-Lazare is populated by the "filthy slime" [boue 
infecte] of prostitutes (2: 301); La Force and other prisons like it 
are so many "great centers where tides of corruption surge and ebb 
[affluent et ... refl,uent] without cease, invading little by little the 
capital, and leave bloody flotsam" (3: 94, my translation). Most 
disturbing of all, however, is the fact that anyone-even if honest or 
of exalted station-can end up in the sewer by misfortune: Fleur-de
Marie and Louise Morel turn up at Saint-Lazare, the impoverished 
Mme de Fremont and her daughter wind up at the clinic for tuber
cular women, Germain is locked up in La Force, and Morel himself 
is committed to Bicerre. 

Miasma and the sewer are particularly effective constructs of 
social dissolution. They suggest mephitic depths, unmonitored social 
energies that violate at random those differences dear to ideologues 
of domesticity. The power of the image of the sewer is doubtless due 
as well to the fact that it condenses both public and private space in 
one dystopic figure of indistinction: it is both endless (God knows 
where it may lead) and compressed and claustrophobic (it is suffo-
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eating). Fundamentally, the miasma and the sewer are meant to 

connote, of course, the crowds of urban unwashed. The crowd, like 
the sewer, refuses to stay put; it "wells up," "overflows," and "swal
lows up" people and things indiscriminately, and it imposes an 
intolerable physical closeness of intense sociality and unchanneled 
social desire. 

Interestingly, the most developed crowd scene occurs almost at 
the end of Sue's novel; it closes the last Parisian episode and thus the 
body of the narrative (the chapters that follow form the novel's 
epilogue, which situates the action in the court of Gerolstein). What 
mobilizes the riffraff [la racaille] are vestigial Old Regime practices 
that postrevolutionary authorities sought to stamp out or at least 
get off the streets, for they constituted the privileged occasions for 
the venting of popular sentiment publicly: the Shrovetide carnival 
and the public execution-here of La Martial and her daughter 
Calebasse. The naked execution of repressive justice in the context 
of carnivalesque inversion of social differences and hierarchies could 
only portend political disorder. The description of the crowd begins 
with the sewer and the transgression of perhaps the primary distinc
tion erected by familial discourse, that of gender: 

Although it was broad daylight, yet still could be heard at a distance the 
resounding music of the orchestras of the drinking-dens, where, above 
all, could be distinguished the sonorous vibrations of the cornets-a
piston. 

It needs the pencil of a Callot, or Rembrandt, or of Goya, to portray 
the bizarre, hideous, almost fantastic appearance of this multitude. 
Almost all, men, women, children, were dressed in masquerading cos
tumes; those who had not been able to obtain this luxury had fastened 
on their clothes old rags, of flaunting colors: some men were attired in 
women's apparel, torn and soiled with mud: all these faces, haggard 
from debauch and vice, bloated by intoxication, sparkled with savage 
joy, in thinking that, after a night of drunken orgies, they were going to 
see the two women put to death, for whom the scaffold was raised. 

The miry and fetid scum of the population of Paris, an immense mob, 
was composed of bandits and abandoned women, who demanded each 
day from crime their daily bread, and who each night returned well 
filled to their dens. (4: 246/751, my translation, emphasis mine) 
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Let the reader imagine all that is lowest, most shameless, and most 
monstrous in this idle, reckless, rapacious, sanguinary debauch, which 
shows itself more and more hostile to social order, and to which we have 
wished to call the attention of reflecting persons on terminating this 
narrative. 

May this last horrible scene symbolize the imminent peril which 
continually menaces society! (4: 248/752) 

To drive the political point home, Sue sets up a confrontation between 
Rodolphe and the crowd egged on by the criminals Le Squelette, 
Nicolas, and Le Tortillard (Bras Rouge's son), who shouts "Vive la 
Charte!" ("Long live the Charter!"), the old cry of the 1830 Revo
lution (4: 250). The face-off is a violent one, based in class and 
politics and will cost Le Chourineur (at Rodolphe's side) his life: 

"Frantz, order the postilions to turn and go to Charenton by another 
road, whatever it may be," said Rodolphe. "It is too late, your highness! 
We are in the crowd. They have stopped the horses. Some ill-looking 
people ... " The footman could not say another word. The crowd, 
exasperated by the sanguinary shouts of Le Squelette and Nicolas, 
suddenly surrounded the carriage. In spite of the efforts and threats of 
the postilions, the horses were stopped, and Rodolphe saw himself 
surrounded on all sides by horrible, threatening, furious faces: preemi
nent among all, from his great height, was Le Squelette, who advanced 
to the carriage door .... 

"What do you want? Why do you stop my carriage?" 
"Because it pleases us," said Le Squelette, placing his bony hands on 

the door. "Everyone in his turn: yesterday you trampled on the poor 
man; today the poor man will trample on you, if you make a move." (4: 

251/7 5 5, translation modified) 

Thanks to Le Chourineur's intervention the newly reconstituted 
family (Rodolphe and Fleur-de-Marie) will narrowly escape being 
engulfed by the violence and the anarchy of the street. Here things 
have come full circle. Both the opening and closing episodes of the 
body of the novel unite Rodolphe, Fleur-de-Marie, and Le Chouri
neur against a hostile urban background. The political character of 
Sue's paranoid landscapes, which was latent in Les Mysteres' opening 
descriptions of the Cite erupts in the final crowd scene. Revolutionary 
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upheaval is overtly rewritten as criminal pathology that threatens 
family life with extinction. 

Fixing the Social, II: Tales of Familial Woe and Social Class 

The diseased features of Sue's modern Paris construct an anxiety
inducing social hermeneutic based on the discourse of family and its 
attendant themes of public and private, gender, public hygiene, and 
social deviance. This grid for interpreting and knowing the social is 
successively elaborated through a series of crime narratives and 
family dramas. The conspicuous absence of middle-class norms of 
space and codes of behavior in the urban environment is articulated 
in a complex web of interlocking tales that take place for the most 
part behind closed doors. This general drift toward the private and 
the concealed is the very movement of a will-to-know in which the 
"answer" to the question sociale will be placed in the sphere of 
family life or what should be family life. By virtue of this process, 
Les Mysteres completes the work of transforming the social and 
political into the familial and of encoding the "laboring classes" as 
the "dangerous classes." 22 

The characters' lives tell the same tale as the rotting urban 
environment, stories of absent families and family grief. Seated 
around a table in mere Ponisse's tavern, Rodolphe, Le Chourineur, 
and Fleur-de-Marie recount their life stories. At one point, La Gou
aleuse [Fleur-de-Marie] interrupts Rodolphe's short tale: 

"And your family?" said La Goualeuse. 
"The cholera ate them," replied Rodolphe. 

Then it is her turn: 

"Let's begin at the beginning," said Le Chourineur. 
"Yes, with your parents," added Rodolphe. 
"I never knew them," said Fleur-de-Marie. 
"Ha, ha!" said Le Chourineur. 
"Never saw nor knew them: I was born in a cabbage patch as they 

tell children." 
"Hey, that's funny, La Goualeuse! You and I come from the same 

family." 
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"What, you too, Le Chourineur, alone?" 
"Yes: an orphan of the streets of Paris, the same as you were, my girl." 

( 1: 28/ 13, translation modified) 

Finally Le Chourineur must divulge his family origins like his two 

companions: 

"And your parents, your family?" 
"My parents? Oh, lodged at the same address as those of La Gou

aleuse. My birthplace? Why, the first corner of any old street either on 
the right or left-hand side of the way, going up or coming down the 
stream." 

"So you cursed your mother and father for having deserted you?" 
"That would have done me a lot of good! But I don't care, they played 

me a dirty trick in bringing me into the world." ( 1: 41/22, translation 
modified) 

These lines mark the beginning of a new narrative deployment of 
familial lack. The verbal exchanges in which the characters identify 
themselves to each other generate a rudimentary social taxonomy 
whereby low social standing and marginality are translated into the 
figure of the orphan, or even the illegitimate orphan. Unlike in Paul 
et Virginie where the fatherless households served as a preliminary 
step toward elaborating a new model of "family," here the lack of 
"family" is the identifying label of an entire social class. It seemingly 
signals a frozen social category, a sociological dead end. Being an 
orphan irreparably classifies Le Chourineur, Fleur-de-Marie, and 
Rodolphe as occupants of the bottom of the social scale.ii The reason 
for this is simple. Sue's novel can simply assume the existence of the 
domestic family as normative to the newly formed middle class, just 
as it can count the middle class among its potential readership. Thus 

by the 184os "family" can be used to construct and categorize 
diverse social groups. 

A glance at other characters will confirm the operations of this 
taxonomy. The seamstress Rigolette recounts to her neighbor Ro
dolphe how she wound up in prison as a young girl: 

"After the cholera, I found myself alone in the world. I was at that 
time, I believe, ten years old." 
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"But until then, who took care of you?" 
"Oh! Some very good people! But they died of cholera! (here, Rigo

lette's large black eyes became moist). What little they possessed was 
sold in order to pay off some small debts, and I was left without anyone 
to take me in. Not knowing what to do, I went to a soldier who was 
across the street from our house, and I said to him, 'Mr. Soldier, my 
parents are dead, I don't know where to go: what must I do?' Thereupon 
the officer came and had me conducted to the commissioner who had 
me put in prison as a vagrant, and I got out when I was sixteen." 

"But your parents?" 
"I don't know who my father was. When I lost my mother I was six 

years old; she had withdrawn me from the foster home where she had 
been forced to place me at first. ( i.: 15 9/i.8 8, translation modified) 

La Louve, a prostitute whom Fleur-de-Marie befriends at Saint
Lazare, grew up in a broken home that was rife with illicit sexuality: 

"And your parents, La Louve, where are they?" 
"How do I know!" 
"Has it been a long time since you saw them?" 
"I don't even know whether they are dead or alive." 
"Were they mean towards you?" 
"Neither good or bad: I was eleven years old, I'm pretty sure, when 

my mother went off with a soldier. My father, who was a day laborer, 
brought home to our attic a mistress who had two boys, one six years 
old, the other my own age. She sold potatoes out of a cart. It wasn't too 
bad in the beginning, but then while she was off with her cartload of 
potatoes, my father cheated on her with an oyster seller and the other 
found out. From then on, there were fights almost every evening so 
furious that me and the two boys I slept with were frightened to death 
(because we only had one room and there was only one bed for the three 
of us ... in the same bedroom with my father and his mistress) .... But 
in the end my father had enough; he left her what little furniture there 
was, and he never came back." (2.: 324/389, translation modified) 

In this decidedly nondomestic setting, the physical closeness of the 
children could only lead, not to the incestuous desire that constituted 
Paul and Virginie as an innocently companionate couple destined 
for marriage but rather to a carnal liaison between La Louve and 
one of the boys. That is, she became a fallen woman, a "whore," 
whereupon her father's former mistress took her down to the police 
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station and literally enrolled her-the notorious reglementariste mise 
en carte-as a prostitute (2: 325). 24 These examples suggest that 
familial destitution was constitutive of the lower orders of society. 

Unfixing the Social, I: Social Mobility, 
Absence of Family, and Melodrama 

The new social topography and the stigmatization of the laboring 
classes as orphaned or without "family" unfixes the social only to 
freeze it again in a determinate way. The elaboration of new social 
geographies and groups along the anxious lines of familial discourse 
by virtue of the new norms' absence or transgression, while disturb
ing and disruptive (particularly to an older generation of readers), 
does not produce the discursive fluidity and instability that are 
required to establish a melodramatic social dialectic of inclusion and 
exclusion capable of accounting for the immense appeal of Les 
Mysteres to a broad spectrum of readers. The middle and upper 
classes would occupy one extreme of the social geography and the 
criminalized "dangerous classes" the other. The urban landscape 
and its tales of familial woe would rigidly fix social relations in a 
manner that would interest perhaps only a readership that sought to 
see itself as middle class with perhaps upper-class aspirations. And 
if we accept the fact of the very discursive and therefore relatively 
fragile character of middle-class identity, it would be difficult to 
imagine how a static taxonomy of social classes would exert any 
fascination for those readers. A polarized landscape with its fami
lyless class of lumpen characters is too immobile to excite middle
class readers, and readers of more modest origins, to the point of 
constituting a new popular reading public. Again, what is needed 
are porous, dynamic social relations both within the novel's frame 
and between it and the readers. This requires an economy of reading 
that sets in motion readers' social desire and, as a consequence, 
renders their social identities more fluid and precarious. 

Hence the importance of Sue's tactic of generalizing lack of 
"family" to all characters and classes. Crucially, Sue ties this play 
of lack to upward and downward mobility which turns on the ability 
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or inability of characters to register and recognize their lack of family 
in the form of sentiment and interiority. These are so many narratives 
of successful or failed "conversions" which make available to a wide 
readership the new model of household relations and social desire. 
Thus Sue's social topography acquires a truly dynamic and paranoid 
character, for lack of family may turn up anywhere and the melo
dramatic shock can collapse social distinctions or cause them to slip. 
The mysteries of Paris are, more often than not, the secret dramas 
of family life and the unsuspected links of close kinship that relate 
a story of social advancement or degradation. 25 

The meeting between the bereaved aristocrat Rodolphe and Fleur
de-Marie, his daughter-prostitute, is emblematic of this generalized 
crisis in family household relations. Les Mysteres as a whole is 
precisely an elucidation of how things could have come to such a 
pass, but the method is tautological: one case of lack of "family" 
leads to and is explained by yet another. Rodolphe's descent into the 
Cite had as its immediate motive the search for Germain, the missing 
son of Madame Georges, who oversees Rodolphe's model farm at 
Bouqueval (1: 95-96). He will not discover Germain's whereabouts 
right off, but his foray into the underworld brings him face to face 
with Fleur-de-Marie and with the primary motivation of his expe
dition and his private charity work: his mourning over the loss of 
his daughter. This in turn conceals still other narratives of familial 
disorder: Rodolphe's stormy relations with his authoritarian father 
over his clandestine marriage to Sarah; and the plot organized by 
Sarah (herself the victim of the bad influence of her wet nurse [ l: 
216]) to trick Rodolphe into what turns out to be a bogus marriage. 
Lack of family proliferates everywhere, at every turn, and stands out 
as the general organizing principle of this serial novel. 

Fear of Falling 

From the perspective of a dynamic of upward and downward 
social mobility, the position of the criminalized "dangerous classes" 
at the bottom of the scale of deficient family life is just one position 
among others that Sue's characters may occupy. But it is the most 
reprehensible and feared fate that awaits them and leads straight to 
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those forbidding institutions erected to survey and contain the fam
ilyless lumpenproletariat: Saint-Lazare, La Force, Bicetre, and the 
tuberculosis ward. The "dangerous classes" are the very figures of 
social declassement that haunt the pages of Les Mysteres and all 
social classes, from Rodolphe and Fleur-de-Marie of the aristocracy 
to the artisan Morel and his family. It is the threat of social and 
familial exile to one of the remotest regions of the novel's imagined 
community. La Louve's "fall" out of the working class into prosti
tution began when her mother abandoned her family and her father, 
a day laborer, brought home a mistress (2: 324); under pressure 
from Jacques Ferrand, the corrupt notary, Morel's family disinte
grates into so many cases of lumpen pathology that mark the decline 
of the household's fortunes: his wife is ill and he must do the 
housework (r: 208); his daughter Louise is made pregnant by 
Ferrand and later arrested for infanticide after burying her miscarried 
fetus (2: 194-98); the grandmother is afflicted with idiocy (2: l 19-
20); the youngest daughter Adele dies of tuberculosis (2: 137); and 
Morel, not surprisingly, goes mad (2: 218-24). 

Appropriately, as if Sue followed to the letter Philippe Pinel's 
definitions of mental disorder, the onset of Morel's madness signifies 
not only the breakdown of rationality but also the melodramatic 
death of the familial subject; there is literally nothing left to be 
interpellated: 

Then, attempting one last effort in order to bring Morel back to his 
senses, Louise cried out once again: "My father, farewell! They are 
taking me off to prison. I won't see you again! It's Louise saying farewell. 
My father! My father! My father!" 

To these heartrending cries there was no response. 
There was no echo in this poor wreck of a soul. 
The paternal chords, always the last to snap, vibrated no longer. (2: 

220) 

Their dreadful destiny is decipherable in the disorderly state of their 
apartment's interior: "The ground, of a nameless color, filthy and 
sticky, was strewn with rotted wisps of straw, squalid rags, and large 
bones which the poor purchase from the lowest of resellers of rotten 
meat in order to gnaw on the remaining cartilage." The unsettling 
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practices of the streets of the Cite have invaded the privacy of the 
Morel household. The text instructs readers how to interpret the 
scene: "Such a dreadful negligence is always a sign either of loose 
behavior or of honest poverty but so crushing, so hopeless that the 
ruined and degraded man no longer feels either the will, the force, 
or the necessity of escaping the mire [fange]: he squats in his misery 
like a beast in its mire [fange]" (2: u8). Only once Rodolphe has 
intervened and undone Ferrand's machinations is Louise released, 
the family fortunes saved, and Morel restored to reason. And as in 
Tuke and Pinel's conception of cure, to recover one's mind is to 
recover familial sentiment: 

"My father, do you recognize me, I'm Louise, your daughter," she 
cried, bursting into tears and throwing herself in the lapidary's arms, 
just as Morel's wife, Rigolette, Madame Georges, Germain, and the 
Pipelets were entering. 

"Oh my God!" said Morel as Louise showered him with kisses, 
"Where am I? What do they want from me? What happened? I can't 
believe ... " 

Then, after a moment of silence he suddenly took Louise's head in his 
hands, stared at her, and cried out as his feelings built up: 

"Louise!" 
"He's saved!" said the Doctor. 
"My husband, my poor Morel!" exclaimed the lapidary's wife who 

joined Louise. 
"My wife!" answered Morel, "My wife and my daughter!" (4: 225-

26/73 8, translation modified) 

Similarly, upper-class households threatened with declassement 
undergo the destruction of family life. There is the story of the 
Baroness de Fremont and her daughter Claire, who, ruined by 
Ferrand, sink into the depths of misery. Confined to a filthy garret, 
they eke out an existence performing menial work. Exhausted by 
their ordeal, the daughter falls victim to a fever (3: 102-16) and is 
transported to the tuberculosis clinic while her mother collapses and 
expires, with the name of her daughter on her lips, before help can 
arrive (4: 164-77). 

The most spectacular case of declassement in the novel besides 

j 

j 
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Fleur-de-Marie's is of course Le Maitre d'ecole's. Less a victim than 
a willful instigator of his own social descent, Le Maitre d'ecole is an 
agent of antifamily practices. Of the noblesse de robe family Dures
nel, he manipulated the old system of arranged marriages to his 
advantage and married the noblewoman Mme Georges (nee Mlle de 
Lagny) shortly after the fall of Napoleon; in short order he dissipated 
both of their fortunes, and then turned to crime to underwrite his 
vices (1: 174). He went so far as to kidnap their son Germain in 
order to extort money from his wife. As Le Maitre d'ecole explained 
it to her from behind prison bars: "I kidnapped your child because 
you love him, and because it's a way to force you to send me money 
(which he may or may not benefit from-that's my business). That 
he lives or dies is no concern of mine; but if he lives he will be in 
good hands; you will drink the shame of the son as you did that of 
the father" ( l: 96/60, translation modified). He later planned to have 
Germain work for a bank that he and his cohorts were conspiring 
to rob. His exploitation of family relationships for criminal gain and 
his attempt to murder Murph, Rodolphe's old servant, designated 
him as a privileged subject for Rodolphe's experiment in social 
punishment and discipline. 

Unfixing the Social, II: A Counterdialectic 
of Communities and Conversions 

The pathologies of lumpen life threaten both the upper and lower 
orders of society with irrevocable ruin and humiliation, yet the 
menace is countered by another dialectic, that of sentiment and 
interiority. For if all the characters' situations are either explained by 
or presented in terms of failed or absent family life, their social 
degradation can be palliated, perhaps even reversed, psychologically. 
This involves the recognition of themselves in terms of "family" by 
naming that failure or absence and realizing that lack. Whereupon 
they acquire a new body, not of simple material misery and infirmity, 
but one that reveals a depth, psychological in character, in the form 
of some inner feeling or emotion. This is what individuates them, 
sets them apart from others (and their social class), and impels them 
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to seek out new social bonds based on the norms and practices of 
the new domesticity. 

Rodolphe's story is one of the many conversion narratives that 
organize the novel. It bears all the markings of the struggle, com
monly staged in eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century novels, 
between camps representing two kinds of family and marriage. On 
the one hand, there's Rodolphe's father, the German archduke of 
Gerolstein, a firm believer in the aristocratic system of alliances and 
arranged marriages, and Sarah, a British aristocrat who schemes to 
become the future archduchess of Gerolstein, bartering her body 
and sentiments for political power and wealth; on the other stands 
Rodolphe, who mistakenly desires companionate marriage with 
Sarah. Sarah is very much a leftover from an earlier literature and 
moment of ideological warfare waged by familial discourse. She's 
the sexually independent aristocratic woman capable of instrumen
talizing even the most sacred of the new values, motherhood. Shortly 
after their secret marriage she becomes pregnant and she uses her 
new state to exact concessions from the hapless Rodolphe: "Moth
erhood was regarded by Sarah merely as another means of subjecting 
Rodolphe, but shed no softening influence on her bronze soul" ( 1: 

230/244-45). She's the now familiar mere denaturee denounced by 
a long tradition of family literature. Only retrospectively does Ro
dolphe realize the extent of her perversity: 

"I imagine that this bad mother neglected her; and that once the 
countess's ambitious hopes were ruined by my marriage, she m her 
pitiless egoism abandoned our child to mercenary hands and that my 
daughter may have died for lack of care. It 1s also my fault; I did not 
sense the extent of sacred duties that paternity imposes .... I should 
have foreseen that the countess would never be but an unnatural mother 
[mere denaturee]." (3: 25 5/ 5 5 5, translation modified) 

His bitterness is compounded by the fact that he was fooled into 
defying and even threatening his father by Sarah's profession of love. 
Events lead him even to lose control of his explosive temper and 
threaten his father with physical harm (4: 130-35). In a melodra
matic confrontation with a dying Sarah, he tortures her with the 
thought that she's perhaps guilty of both parricide and infanticide: 
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"This ought to be; I have drawn the sword against my father; I am 
stricken in my child. Just punishment of the parricide. Listen to me, 
madam." 

"Parricide! You! My God! Oh, fatal day! Of what are you going to 
inform me?" 

"It is necessary that you should know, in this awful moment, all the 
evils caused by your implacable ambition, by your unbounded selfish
ness. Do you understand me? Woman without heart and without con
science? Do you hear me, unnatural mother?" 

"Oh, have pity, Rodolphe!" (4: 130/679) 

Rodolphe's love for Sarah may mark him as belonging to a new 
postrevolutionary world, but his excessive, violent anger marks him 
as the willful, destructive aristocrat of the old order. Thus Rodolphe's 
story is multiple: he must do penance for his youthful ignorance and 
for having transgressed the paternal law; yet the same act of retro
spective recognition and conversion is performed in the name not of 
the values of the Old Regime but of those of the new family: 
sentimental familial piety that emphasizes feeling and psychological 
states. That is to say, Rodolphe's narrative is one of reworking the 
old paternal idiom in terms of the new familial dispensation. Thus, 
as he does, he must first put his lawless aristocratic anger in the 
service of righting wrongs and restoring the helpless to family life 
through acts of charity. How does he come to do this? Through the 
loss of his daughter, which introduced a dimension of lack into his 
life around which his social and erotic desires will henceforth turn. 
This is made explicit in the following remarks made by Rodolphe to 
Murph, his assistant, to whom he confesses his love for the widowed 
Clemence d'Harville: 

"I can now confess to you, my old friend, I'm in love, yes, I love deeply 
a woman worthy of the most noble and devoted affection. And since 
my heart is now open once again to tender emotions, I feel even more 
strongly the loss of my daughter. I could have feared after a fashion that 
a sentimental attachment would weaken the bitterness of my sorrow. It 
is nothing of the sort: all my amorous faculties have grown; I feel like a 
better man, more charitable, and more than ever I suffer from not having 
a daughter that I can adore." ( 3: 2 5 4/ 5 5 5, translation modified) 

Second, his violent temperament and his slumming in the Parisian 
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underworld must give way to new love and new life with Clemence 
d'Harville and Fleur-de-Marie. Here are the terms in which Ro
dolphe proposes marriage to Clemence: 

"First let me think of the interest of my heart-of that of my cherished 
daughter; make us both happy, oh, very happy. Permit me, who but 
now was without family, to say, 'My wife, my daughter'; allow this 
poor child, also without family, to say, 'My father: ~;' mother, my 
sister'; for you have a daughter, who will become mme. (4: 189/714, 
emphasis mine) 

At this stage we recognize something decidedly familiar: ~s in ~au/ 
et Virginie two households whose origins were tainted by d1scred1ted 
alliance p;actices (manifest in Sarah's schemes and the archduke's 
fidelity to arranged marriage, on the one hand, and Clemence's 
arranged marriage with her epileptic husband, on the other) and as 
a consequence lacking "family" (and literally so: Rodolphe rebelled 
against his father and Sarah is dead; Clemence_'s husband comm1tte.d 
suicide) are the very preconditions for the constitution of the domestic 
family household. Rodolphe's narrative life skirts the so.cial danger's 
represented by nonfamilial relations in the household. His da~ghter.s 
catastrophic declassement to the rank of a common prostitute is 
shared by Rodolphe himself, who metaphorically "works through" 
the threat of downward mobility by donning the clothes of a working 
man and crossing to the "other side" of Paris in his escapades in the 
Cite. Only then may "family"-and his life at the court of Gerol
stein-be restored to him. 

The trajectory that Rodolphe describes encapsulates not only an 
earlier moment of familial discourse-that of Paul et Virginie's 
indictment of Old Regime alliance practices-but a radically new 
one in which familial discourse recasts its norms of family and 
conceptions of class relative to a hostile urban environme~t. In h~s 
example, "family" is disrupted by old aristocratic pract1ces-h1,s 
father's notion of acceptable marriage, Sarah's plots, and Rodolphe s 
own (aristocratic) violent character-and by the machinations of 
various lumpen characters of the city. Indeed, the novel draws a 
straight line from one to the other, situating the domestic family 
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between two historical threats: one from above and the past, the 
other from below and the future. Yet at the same time the text is 
suffused with a backward-looking feudal nostalgia. Still, the return 
to the Old Regime, the desire for feudal relations, is very much a 
part of the history of the novel's "present," for the deployment of the 
Old Regime language of clan and deference is something of a 
metaphor for a social order whose foundations receive no other 
textual figuration outside of those of the new family. That is to say, 
through Rodolphe Sue's writing recodes aristocratic practices in the 
more acceptable postrevolutionary concepts of marriage, family, 
children, and selfhood favored by the new domesticity. Thus the 
novel displays a very modern admiration for the power, prestige, and 
wealth associated with the nobility in the form of sentimental family 
life centered on the joys and satisfactions of the home. Rodolphe is 
the Louis-Philippe of the serial novel and the modern metropolis. 

Rodolphe's desire for companionate marriage and his love for 
his daughter set him off from most members of his class; while his 
sentiments individuate him in this way they also draw him into a 
new "imagined community." A community of pathos is established 
among characters and, implicitly, between readers of the novel. This 
we have seen operative in Paul et Virginie, of course, but the scope 
of the community and its setting are quite different. The rudiments 
of such a new community are already visible in the conversation 
between Rodolphe, Fleur-de-Marie, and Le Chourineur at the begin
ning of Les Mysteres. They name themselves, their social origins, 
and their lack of family all at once. Moreover, they display signs of 
interiority that elevate them above their lumpen condition. Already 
alerted by the novel's presentation of Rodolphe as prone to bouts of 
melancholy ( 1: 2 3 ), readers actually witness the first signs of psy
chological depth in the other two characters. Fleur-de-Marie's story 
of repeated beatings as a child elicits this unexpected reaction from 
Le Chourineur, a convicted killer: 

"By thunder! That's overdoing it!" shouted the ruffian, banging the 
table fiercely with his fist, and knitting his brows. "Beat a kid, that was 
natural enough; but torture her, blood and thunder!" 

Rodolphe had listened attentively to the narrative of Fleur-de-Marie; 
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he now looked with astonishment at Le Chourineur, whose outburst of 
feeling [eclair de sensibilite1 surprised him. (r: 30/15, translation mod
ified) 

We later learn that after his murders he was haunted by dreams of 
his victims, who seemed to be the brothers he never had as a child: 

"But the more I hacked down [chourinais] the soldiers, the faster did 
the others present themselves; and as they died, they looked at me with 
an air so kind, so gentle, that I cursed myself for killing them; but I 
could not prevent myself from doing it. That was not all! I never had a 
brother! And yet it seemed as if every one of those whom I had killed 
was my brother, for whom I would have done anything. At last, when I 
could bear it no longer, I used to wake, covered with sweat, as cold as 
melting snow." (r: 44h5, translation modified) 

The process of merely recounting one's life, lending it a temporal 
dimension, introduces melancholy and sadness, emotive depth, in 
Fleur-de-Marie; it is therefore not for nothing that Le Chourineur 
calls her narrative a confession: 

"I understand," said Le Chourineur; "I know you as well now as if I 
were your father and mother, and you had never been off my knee. Well, 
this is a confession and a half, rather!" 

"Telling the story of your life makes you sad, my child," said Rodolphe. 
"The fact is that I find it upsetting to look backwards; since my 

childhood this is the first time I have recalled all these things to my 
memory and my tale is not a cheerful one. What do you say, Chouri
neur?" (1: 36-37/zo, translation modified) 

Marx astutely remarked how the priest's ministrations instilled a 
religious sense of guilt and remorse in Fleur-de-Marie, who otherwise 
had not been burdened by a bourgeois conscience.26 Yet his obser
vations oversimplify the process. Before her encounter with the priest 
(2: 19-22) Fleur-de-Marie's "innocence"-her Pre-Raphaelite an
gelic face and her singing that allowed her to forget her profession
was a mark of her upper-class origin and her presocial nature. What 
happens to her is not so much an initiation into the grim sensibility 
of middle-class religion as a conversion to "family" as loss or absence 
in the context of the metropolis. Much in the same way that domes-
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ticity and the lineaments of a middle-class private sphere are elabo
rated negatively by the nov~l, so must "innocence" too be worked 
out differentially in terms of a sensibility, a sensitivity to loss and 
pain. The introduction of lack is done through the narrativization of 
Fleur-de-Marie's life, which splits her self between past and present; 
"innocence" is not locatable anywhere in time but in the very action 
of the psyche that registers suffering. This process, then, is well 
under way before she meets up with the priest at the Bouqueval 
farm. 

In their conversation with Rodolphe, Le Chourineur and Fleur
de-Marie thus make the first steps on the path to conversion: they 
now claim to know each other as "family." Each with some guidance 
and aid from Rodolphe and other agents of the new philanthropy 
will be on his or her way to those destinies mapped out by familial 
discourse. Le Chourineur will become a cattle farmer in newly 
colonized Algeria (1: 162-63). Upon his fateful return to Paris 
shortly before his final departure Le Chourineur shows signs that he 
is already a changed man and can no longer see himself as part of a 
popular collectivity; on the contrary, the carnival crowd at the end 
of the novel repulses him: "Although formerly he had associated 
with the degraded classes to which this mob [populace] belonged, 
Le Chourineur, on again finding himself among them, felt invincible 
disgust" (4: 247/751). As for Fleur-de-Marie, she will rejoin Ro
dolphe's household where she will have the privilege of being con
sumed by her excessive interiority, of dying out of guilt for her former 
life as a prostitute (4: 313-14). 

To belong to this community is both to be a victim and to 
recognize familial lack or loss. This recognition at once lends a new 
sensibility to characters, unfixes their social identity, and allows them 
to rise in social rank. The outward signs of the converted or the 
worthy are moral outrage and melancholy or sadness. Still another 
sign is domestic orderliness. Rigolette, the hardworking seamstress 
who is Rodolphe's neighbor in the apartment house, preserves her 
working-class standing by maintaining a spotless home and follow
ing closely the strictures of a domestic economy that includes the 
morality of budgets and savings: 
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I am happy just as I am: I know the life I lead, I don't know what life I 
would lead if I were rich. You see, neighbor, when after a long day's 
work I retire in the evening and I turn out my light, I see by the glow of 
the little coals that remain in my stove my neat and clean room, my 
curtains, my dresser, my chairs, my birds, my watch, my table full of 
cloth that has been entrusted to me, and I say to myself 'at last all that 
belongs to me, I owe it only to myself.' That's true, neighbor; those ideas 
lull me tenderly, and sometimes I fall asleep full of pride and always 
content. Well, were l to owe my home to the money of some relative, it 
would not give me as much pleasure, I am sure. (2: 173-74/300, 
translation modified) 

Are sentiment and economic autonomy the founding features of the 
working class? It would seem so, yet if the novel claims that the 
health of the working class depends on the application of the prin
ciples of domestic economy and the adoption of a new sensibility 
(read interiority), Les Mysteres also holds out the possibility of social 
advancement. The novel produces the following paradox: what 
qualifies Rigolette as a "healthy" working-class woman also will 
procure her a marriage with "gentle" and "sad" (4: 51) Fran\ois 
Germain, a son of the upper class. A true proletarian is a potential 
bourgeois in the field of familial social desire. 

Another case of conversion and upward mobility is that of the 
prostitute La Louve. Fleur-de-Marie is the great agent of La Louve's 
transformation. La Louve bursts on the scene during Fleur-de-Marie's 
imprisonment in Saint-Lazare. True to her name, she displays a 
quasi-animal violence that puts her beyond behavior deemed civilized 
by the novel. Indeed, when she makes her first appearance, out of 
spite she drives a crowd of fellow inmates to attack Mont Saint Jean, 
a helpless pregnant woman, in order to steal the clothes she's been 
knitting for her baby (2: 310-II). Only angelic Fleur-de-Marie's 
intervention in the name of the sanctity of motherhood and the 
newborn saves her from physical harm (2: 314-17). Fleur-de-Marie's 
quiet demeanor and her evocation of maternal duties stops La Louve, 
leaves her dumbfounded. There then follows a long dialogue between 
the opposed women and before long the first glimmers of interiority 
makes themselves felt in La Louve; she complains: "There is another 
thing: until now I have always been gay or angry but never a thinker 
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[songeuse]: and you have made me think [rendue songeuse]. Yes, 
there are some words you say which, in spite of me, have touched 
my heart, and always make me think [songer] all manner of sad 
things" (2: 321/387, translation modified). 

One thing leading to another, La Louve ineluctably discloses the 
tale of her life to Fleur-de-Marie. The exchange of personal stories 
allows Fleur-de-Marie to attempt to convert La Louve to the new 
ideals of marriage and family by painting an imaginary picture of 
domestic bliss, hard work, household chores, and companionship 
with her lover Martial (2: 3 27). At first the hardened prostitute's 
skepticism is unshakable: "Why have you come to make me desire 
what I can't have?" (2: 332, my translation). Yet the process of 
conversion continues apace. Between the two women bonds are 
sealed by Fleur-de-Marie, who promises material help should La 
Louve desire to reform herself. Fleur-de-Marie's influence works its 
proven effects, for soon thereafter La Louve is seen crying ( 3: 16 5) 
and once she's out of prison and united with Martial she shares with 
him her new desire: '"to go with you in the woods, where we would 
have a nice little house, children whom I should love; oh! how I 
should love them! how your Louve would love the children of her 
Martial; or, rather, if you wished it,' said La Louve, trembling, 'I 
would call you my husband; for we shall not have the place unless 
you consent to this,' she hastened to add, quickly" (3: 202/520). 

Martial is of the same disposition; so with Rodolphe's help they plan 
to join Le Chourineur in Algeria and start a new life and family, but 
under the precarious and fearsome conditions of colonial life. True 
domestic bliss is not something that Les Mysteres ever grants freely; 
it is a never-ending process in which the borders of the "home" must 
be policed and the sanctity of the hearth defended, be it in the city 
or at a colonial outpost. 

The consolidation of the new familial norms would not be 
complete without the extension of the values of the new community 
to those who would seek to overturn them. Even Sarah and Le 
Mai:tre d'ecole, the novel's truly unnatural parents, must pay homage 
to the very norms by which the novel condemns them before they 
are dispatched to oblivion or death. The jousting between law and 
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felon is no longer a public contest, as in the Old Regime theater of 
outdoor executions, but takes place behind closed doors in private 
apartments or state institutions. 

Sarah, Fleur-de-Marie's mother, who, ignorant of her identity, 
tried to have her murdered by drowning, is convalescing from a 
nearly fatal stabbing at the hands of La Chouette when she learns 
from Rodolphe that she has probably killed her own daughter (4: 
130-35). This revelation converts her to those sentiments she has 
presumably "repressed" in her desire to gain power: "the ghost of 
my drowned daughter-drowned by my fault-is there-always 
there, before me. It is not an emotion-it is incessant remorse. I am 
really a mother now, since I no longer have a child" (4: 197/719). 

Her conversion to "family" by virtue of the horrifying murder 

of her own child is a mortal one and doubly so, for hereafter Sarah 
herself slips slowly toward death and does not recover even when 
Rodolphe apprises her that Fleur-de-Marie survived the attempted 
drowning, and decides to marry her in order to legitimize their 
daughter (4: l 98-200). Here, too, a character's sentimental accep
tance of "family" is also the precondition of upward social mobility, 
for, minutes before she dies, Sarah finally becomes a member of the 
princely house of Gerolstein. Inscribed with the soulful interiority 
of bourgeois motherhood, she can accede to the highest ranks of the 
nobility. 

The most striking example of the text's politics of familial dis
cipline and punishment is of course that of Le Maitre d'ecole. The 
spectacle of his pain and conversion is, as with all the characters, a 
private one, and targets his body, more especially those organs that 
are the threshold between the physical outer world and the inner 

universe of the liberal subject: the eyes. Rodolphe's blinding of Le 
Maitre d'ecole is a form of mutilation of the body; the effects are 
quite different from those arising out of the criminal's own self
mutilation designed to escape police surveillance: 

You cannot picture anything more horribly repugnant than the counte
nance of this crook, furrowed in all directions with deep livid cicatrices. 
The corrosive action of the vitriol had swelled his lips; the cartilages of 
his nose were split, and two misshapen holes supplied the place of 
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nostrils. His grey eyes were very bright, small, circular, and sparkled 
with ferocity; his forehead, flat as a tiger's, was half hidden beneath a 
fur cap, with long yellow hair, looking like that of the monster's mane. 

Le Maitre d'ecole was not more than five feet two or three inches; his 
head, disproportionately large, was buried between shoulders broad 
powerful, and fleshy, which displayed their muscle under the loose fold~ 
of his coarse cotton blouse; he had long muscular arms, hands short, 
thick, and hairy to the very fingers' ends; his legs were somewhat bowed 
and their enormous calves betrayed his vast strength. ' 

_This man presented, in a word, the exaggeration of everything short, 
thick, and condensed, in the type of the Hercules Farnese. 

As to the expression of ferocity which glared over his hideous mask, 
and the restless, wild, and fierce look, more like a wild beast's than a 
human being's, it is impossible to depict them. (1: 48h8 translation 
modified) 

Le Maitre d'ecole's body is one of physical force and power; his self
mutilation has merely bestowed upon the convict a new public 
persona and rendered him unrecognizable to the police. On the 
contrary, Rodolphe's punishment has a different goal, that of trans
forming the body from one of physical power and a surface, public 
identity into a prison house of interiority. This is the forceful disci
pline of imposed conversion. Blinding enjoys a double effect: it 
literally "privatizes" the criminal by restricting him to the "house" 
of his now helpless body and introduces the first stirrings of a new 

subjectivity, psychological in character. Rodolphe's cruel act repre
sents a conscious break with older methods of incarceration and 
execution. He refuses to execute Le Maitre d'ecole publicly on very 
specific grounds: 

Rodolphe continued: 
"If, on the other hand, you had boldly met your fate, as little would 

it have induced me to surrender you to death. For you, the scaffold then 
would have been but a bloody stage, where, like so many others, you 
would have made a parade of your ferocity; where, reckless of the 
miserable life, you would have damned your soul with a last blasphemy! 
Neither would that have been your due. 'Tis no example for the rabble 
to see the criminal cracking jokes with the guillotine's blade, mocking 
the executioner, and rendering back with a sneer the divine spark the 
Creator hath breathed into us. There is an awful sanctity enshrining the 
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welfare of a soul. All crime may be expiated and redeemed, says the 
Saviour: but from the tribunal to the scaffold, the journey is too short; 
you must not die in this way." (1: 140-41/88-89, translation modified) 

The spectacle of a public execution runs the risk of empowering the 
criminal by virtue of the crowd's presence to mock and ridicule the 
authorities, and thus may actually weaken them in the public's eyes 

(4: 240). 
Blinding and isolated confinement are the next steps in "privatiz

ing" the criminal, for they sever another social bond, that between 
the criminal and his fellow inmates, whose uncontrolled sociality 
defeats any sense of remorse and shame for crimes committed. Les 
Mysteres presumes that their infectious gaiety effectively overcomes 
any manifestations of inner life and conscious sadness that individ
uates a criminal by virtue of newfound interiority: 

Generally the prisoners appear less sad than the visitors; for strange as 
it may appear, it is proved by experience, there are few sorrows and 
little shame which resist three or four days of imprisonment passed in 
company. 

Those who are most alarmed at this hideous communion are soon 
habituated; the contagion reaches them; surrounded by degraded beings, 
hearing only infamous words, a kind of ferocious emulation drags them 
on, and either to impose upon their companions by rivalling their 
obduracy, or to stupefy themselves by this moral intoxication, almost 
always the newly arrived show as much depravity and insolent gaiety as 
the old hands. (3: 294/585) 

In this view, prisons are not the birth but rather the death of the 
liberal subject; any mournful-looking prisoner is immediately sus
pected of being in potential collusion with the authorities, of being 
an agent or a spy: "in their savage obduracy and in senseless distrust, 
they look upon as a spy every man (if there should be such a one) 
who, sad and mournful, regretting his fault, does not partake of 
their audacious thoughtlessness, and shudders at their contact" (3: 
295/585). Criminal sociality prevents any true individuation of the 
subject and constitutes a counter-discourse to that which would 
colonize and enjoy hegemony over the margins of middle-class 
society. 
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Rodolphe follows his Benthamite reasoning to its logical end. 
Executing a criminal publicly is a purely negative spectacle that does 
nothing either for the reproduction of official authority or the ref
ormation of the condemned man or woman. As Rodolphe says in 
another episode in reply to a cruel slaveowner: "To your violence 
which slays I oppose a violence which saves" (1: l81/i14). His 
justice is productive; it produces new subjects. At least that is his 
goal. He explains his method thus to Le Maitre d'ecole: 

"Far from being barren as death, your punishment may be fruitful 
[feconde]; far from losing you forever, it may redeem you. If, to render 
you henceforth incapable of injuring others, I forever deprive you of all 
the splendors of creation-if I plunge you into impenetrable night
lonely night-with the memory of your crimes upon your soul, it is that 
you may unceasingly reflect upon their enormity. Yes! Shut in forever 
from the external world you will be driven to look inward; and then I 
hope that your brow, now bronzed by infamy, will blush with shame, 
and your soul, hardened by ferociousness and corroded by crime, will 
soften by commiseration. Each of your words is now a blasphemy
each of your words will be a prayer." (1: 141/89, emphasis added, 
translation modified) 

Le Maitre d'ecole must acquire the inner eye of moral surveillance 
and temporal depth. This entails a process of feminization of the 
criminal subject (be it a man or a woman), and its attendant body 
will henceforth display guilt and vulnerability when faced with 
human misery. Finally, Le Maitre d'ecole must experience the "fem
inine" existential powerlessness of the liberal subject. Rodolphe 
grimly predicts: "You are bold and cruel because you are strong; 
you will be mild [ doux] and humble because you will be weak." ( l: 
141/89). The final step in reformation will be his restoration to 
family life: "After a long life, devoted to the expiation of your crimes, 
your last prayer shall be a supplication to the Almighty to grant you 
the happiness of dying in the presence of your wife and son" ( l: 

141/89). 
The birth of the liberal subject is a familial one. Le Maitre 

d'ecole's body is literally transformed into a casing of interiority that 
is actually a highly policed domestic space, a house of new subjec
tivity that finds its fulfillment in the bonds of family. 
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Le Maitre d'ecole's narrative existence takes us through the steps 
of conversion that Rodolphe laid out. When at a later point he finds 
himself locked in a fight to the death with his former accomplice La 
Chouette, he speaks to her of his remorse and feelings of shame. He 
frames his confession in terms of one of the most sacred objects of 
the new family, childhood; he gratefully stakes his claim thereupon 
to personal dignity and humanity: 

"Yet sometimes a feeble ray of hope shines in the midst of the gloom
a moment of calm follows my torments: yes, for sometimes I succeed in 
conjuring the specters that besiege me, by opposing to them the re
collections of a past life, honest and peaceful-by carrying back my 
thoughts to the days of my childhood. 

"Happily, you see the blackest villains have had, at least, some years 
of peace and innocence in opposition to their long years of crime and 
blood. We are not born wicked. 

"The most perverse have had the amiable simplicity [candeur] of 
childhood-have known the sweet joys of that charming age." (3: 225-
26/536, translation modified) 

To have had a childhood is to have a past, and thus the critical moral 
negativity of temporal depth; that is one of the preconditions, besides 
privacy, of liberal subjectivity. Le Maitre d'ecole is not far from 
completing his "familialization." The process climaxes when he 
meets his son in Bicetre. He recognizes Germain but his son cannot 

recognize him: 

Le Maitre d'ecole made no reply, but bowed his head. At the end of 
some moments, from his sightless eyes there fell a tear. 

"He weeps," said the doctor. 
"Poor man!" added Germain, with compassion. Le Maitre d'ecole 

shuddered; he heard anew the voice of his son, who evinced for him a 
sentiment of compassion. 

"What is the matter? What sorrow afflicts you?" demanded the doctor. 
Le Maitre d'ecole, without replying, buried his face in his hands ... 

He thought, with profound despair, that he should never hear again 
the voices of his son and wife. Confident of the just horror with which 
he had inspired them, of the misfortune, the shame, the fright into which 
he would have plunged them by the revelation of his name, he would 
have endured rather a thousand deaths than have disclosed himself to 
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them. One single last consolation remained to him: for a moment he 
had inspired his son with pity. (4: 220/735, translation modified) 

The bonds of "family" are felt and communicated once again in the 
mode of loss and psychological pain. Familial lack intervenes and its 
recognition completes the "birth" of a new subject. Le Maitre d'ecole 
may now leave the novel's pages, which he promptly does. 

Familial Lack and Social Discursivity 

One critic claims that nineteenth-century melodrama began with 
the fragmentation of "the family" in order to take the audience 
through the suspense of bringing about its reunion in the denoue
ment. Only exceptional writers were capable of moving beyond the 
simple narratives of this sentimental mode. 27 I have shown that Les 

Mysteres allows a different interpretation of melodrama: that the 
desire for "family"-the new norms of domesticity-is produced by 
the pathos of its absence, and that this absence, while literally 
productive of new households (witness the companionate marriages 

of Rigolette and Germain, La Louve and Martial, and Rodolphe 
and Clemence d'Harville) is nonetheless an abiding one. That is the 
ultimate significance of Fleur-de-Marie's death. Her final reunion 
with her father Rodolphe already requires the substitution of her 
unworthy biological mother Sarah by Clemence, a dame patron
nesse. More important, the former prostitute cannot completely 
convert to the joys of family life; her degraded past-the very 
condition of her first realization of familial lack-remains steadfastly 
irrecuperable by the present: 

At this painful allusion to the past, Rodolphe exclaimed: 
"Unhappy child! Are my suspicions founded? In the midst of the 

splendor that surrounds you, would you yet sometime think of that 
horrible time? Alas! I had thought I had made you forget it by tender
ness!" 

·:,Pardon, pardon, father! These words escaped me. I make you sad. 

"This is the first time you have spoken of it, yes; but, perhaps, this is 
not the first time that these thoughts have troubled you. I have noticed 
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your moments of melancholy, and sometimes I have accused the past of 
causing your sadness." (4: 280/775, translation modified) 

Rodolphe then exhorts Fleur-de-Marie in hopes of curing his daugh
ter of her past by virtue of the presence of her new mother Clemence 
who, as a dame patronnesse, obtained Fleur-de-Marie's release from 
Saint-Lazare: 

"You ought, feeling yourself cherished as a daughter by the noble woman 
who knew and loved you in the depth of your misfortunes-you ought, 
I say, to regard the past as sufficiently expiated by your atrocious 
miseries, and be indulgent, or rather just, towards yourself: for, indeed, 
my wife is entitled by her rare qualities to the respect of all-is it not 
so? Ah, well, since you are to her a daughter, a cherished sister, ought 
you not to be encouraged? Is not her tender attachment a full redemp
tion? Does it not tell that she knows, as I do, that you have been a 
victim-that you are not guilty-that others can, indeed, reproach you 
only with misfortune, that has overwhelmed you from birth? Had you 
even committed great faults, would they not be a thousand times 
expiated, redeemed, by all the good you have done, by all that is excellent 
and adorable that has developed in you?" (4: 280/77 5, translation 
modified) 

Fleur-de-Marie persists in languishing with remorse to the point that 
she refuses marriage with Henry, the man she loves, out of a sense 
of her own unworthiness for motherhood: 

"I a mother!" resumed Fleur-de-Marie with bitter despair, "I re
spected, I blessed by an innocent and pure child! I, formerly the object 
of everybody's scorn, I profane thus the sacred name of mother? Oh, 
never! Miserable thing that I was to allow myself to be drawn away to 

an unworthy hope!" (4: 298/789) 

In the new discourse of "family," social class, and the city-the 
household and the street-the urban public and private spaces are 
locked in a hostile, mutually determining relationship by which 
discursively one term cannot be held before the mind's eye without 
the other. They coexist simultaneously or not at all. The "family" 
holds out the promise of transformation and hope to the street while 
the street threatens the household with sexual ruin. Once one has 
been contaminated by the city's "dangerous classes" one's penance 
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is never done. The play of familial lack is not the same for all 
characters, however. La Louve's exile to a life of danger in Algeria 
engages her in a continual struggle to preserve the very physical 
existence of her new household life with Martial from the raids of 
guerrilla bands. (It also foreshadows the shift in familial discourse 
by which the "hordes" of the colonized replaced the "dangerous 
classes" at the end of the nineteenth century.) Fleur-de-Marie's life 
as a whore undoes any plans she may have of becoming a mother. 
Within the familial field of the no~l's imagined community, the 
dynamic of social mobility clearly carries an internal differentiation 
that circumscribes its destabilizing effects. 

Fleur-de-Marie's death has been interpreted by critics such as 
Eco and Brooks as the reaffirmation of bourgeois moral principles 
and the narrative return to normalcy after the roller-coaster melo
dramatics of unexpected revelations; or, in our terms, the destabil
izing "monstrous proximities" are subsumed in a controlling dis
course of fixed social and moral differences that reassures upper
and middle-class readers. Eco writes: 

What new ideas we have acquired fade away as a few choice principles 
of ethics and polite behavior are quietly reiterated and wisely corrobo
rated. After surprising the reader by telling him what he does not yet 
know, the author reassures him by repeating what he knows already. 
The machinery of the novel demands that Fleur-de-Marie should end as 
in fact she does. 28 

want to shift Eco's emphasis from what readers may "already 
know" to what the novel has taught them to know and to desire: a 
new sense of familial norms and the mapping of the city. Fleur-de
Marie's death, then, is not the repetition of old knowledges and old 
desires but their reformulation in a new moment and a new topog
raphy. Her death simultaneously generates the lack and the pathos 
so necessary for the dissemination of a (now modified) familial 
discourse to a large readership and fixes once again the porousness 
of the social within new limits. These new limits are curious ones 

' for they are not based on a simple, clear-cut sense of social class. 
The reason for this is as follows: social class by the novel's end has 
a profoundly discursive character, which we must now elucidate. 
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Clearly, one signification of Fleur-de-Marie's death is that the 
street-"prostitution"-means the death of upper- and middle-class 
women, unlike those who, of modest origins (La Louve and Mont 
Saint Jean), can reconcile motherhood and the sexual commerce of 
their bodies. But what are the social classes involved here? What 
kind of system do they form? 

There is something oddly anachronistic about the character of 
the social classes portrayed in Les Mysteres: the principal figural 
opposition seems to be between aristocrats on the one hand, and the 
criminal milieu of what we have called the lumpenproletariat on the 
other, in which for all intents and purposes the middle class and the 
laboring classes are absent. Ferrand is the only truly middle-class 
character in the economic or occupational sense-he is a notary and 
a usurer; Morel and Rigolette are the only artisans or laborers. 
Meanwhile, all characters and classes are related to the new norms 
of the familial. I want to suggest that familial discourse performs a 
sleight of hand, though it is scarcely a hidden or clandestine opera
tion. I offer the following paradox: the very "middle-class" definition 
of the social and its various classes in terms of the new domesticity 
and its attendant concepts posits social class for the first time here 
in its modern sense of horizontal relations of exchange and reci
procity (as opposed to the vertical, corporate ones of cast or estate) 
while depoliticizing the notion of social class as such, detaching it 
from issues of power and wealth. 

The two major new social classes in the nineteenth century-the 
laboring classes and the middle classes-are virtually unlocatable in 
the social map drawn by Sue's novel. They are difficult to identify 
and at best seem to fall in between the aristocracy and the criminal 
segment of society. So in what manner, if at all, can we claim as we 
do that Les Mysteres is a novel absolutely "contemporary" with its 
period when the text is full of social anachronisms (the dominance 
of nobles) and significant omissions (working and middle classes)? 
And how can this appeal to a vast readership that in some sense 
belongs to those very social classes that are absent from the novel's 
pages? 

I think it is important to recall that what makes the "social" 
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modern is its discursiveness, which produces collective identities in 
a relatively "unfixed" form, that is, a form both in need of constant 
reaffirmation and articulation and subject to modification and re
shaping. Which is to say that what is being performed by the novel 
is something that has less to do with representations of fixed, 
identifiable social objects than with the production of social desire. 
Perhaps this is the significance of the absence of the working and 
middle classes in Les Mysteres. The novel's peculiar tactic would be 
to frame our reading of the social in terms of social classes that are 
placed at the opposite extremes of the social scale. This contributes 
to undoing discursively social identities; social confrontation takes 
place between an aristocracy that "is not" one (it is embourgeoisee 
by the novel's end) and a nonclass of social marginals. This had the 
distinct advantage of setting in motion readers' desires in terms of 
what they are not but perhaps either fear becoming (the lumpenpro
letariat) or desire to identify with (an old social elite now embodying 
bourgeois domesticity). 

In this context the criminal milieu has two functions: it clearly 
articulates for those readers who wish to view themselves as middle 
class the social fear of those new urban workers who would challenge 
the new postrevolutionary society from below; this makes perfectly 
good sense, even in terms of the older familial discourse, which had 
become the core of the social identity of the middling groups, for it 
"distinguishes" them from the ruling elites of the Old Regime. What 
is not of the honest, middle strata must represent some sort of familial 
pathology. The new teratology is the working class as projected by 
the new middle classes at the time France was moving toward the 
mid-nineteenth century. At the same time, the lumpen characters 
produce the fear of social declassement, especially, perhaps, among 
those readers who are literate workers and artisans. The novel 
engages in a dynamic of recognition or rather a discursive exchange: 
workers' and artisans' plights are recognized and duly admitted 
among the objects of a new national print culture but only in the 
form of the threat of downward social mobility into the limbo of the 
dangerous classes, who are in turn defined in terms of a familial 
pathology. Thus two readings are possible. The first is to name and 
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identify the political and social oppression of artisans and workers 
in terms of a pathology of one class-the lumpens-and an ideal of 
another class-the bourgeoisie. We then return to the following 
negative paradox: not to fall into the dangerous classes, not to fall 
victim of one of the pathologies that afflict "family" life, one has to 
adopt the ways and habits of the middle classes: investment in the 
charms and burdens of domesticity. Which is not to be working
class at all, for in the eyes of the new domesticity, the truly laboring 
class is potentially, if not actually, a dangerous class. (That was both 
the nineteenth-century Fregier's confusion and the present-day Louis 
Chevalier's interpretation.) Thus, Martial, La Louve, Le Chourineur, 
Rigolette, and Germain, when they come around to adopting the 
new norms, mysteriously become property owners and managers. 
The fundamental "mystery" of Paris is of course Rodolphe's largesse, 
but its fairy-tale quality does not detract from what it promises: 
social dignity and possible social advancement. The novel's discursive 
power is an insidious one insofar as it disseminates hope and fear 
among readers of modest background conceptualized along the lines 
of a discourse that comes from middle-class experts-physicians, 
jurists, public health officers, educators, novelists. As a consequence, 
the text produces a working class almost entirely in terms of its 
social desire, both within the plot and among the readership. 

The construction of the laboring classes and dangerous classes 
in terms of "family" is clearly an extension of new middle-class 
thinking to the domain of the metropolitan city. But if family is 
potentially everywhere-if anyone can join the imagined community 
dominated by the middle ranks and its norms of "family"-so can 
family be absent anywhere in anyone. The price of discursive hege
mony is social paranoia-the need to inspect, examine, analyze, and 
ferret out the potential lack of family and police it through rituals 
of home life, work, and reading. So what then of "middle-class" 
social desire, which the novel produces? The discursive nature of its 
own identity and of its hegemonic aspirations accounts for its desire 
both to unfix (decode) social identities, render them more porous 
and changing, and fix them in a determinate way. This explains the 
role of the dangerous classes in the novel in defining the laboring 
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classes and will account for the absence of the middle class and the 
presence in its stead of numerous aristocratic characters, particularly 
Rodolphe. The purely negative definition of what it meant now to 
be of the "middle ranks"-you are not working class, or rather, not 
of the dangerous classes-is complemented by a figure of social 
desire-a nobility colonized by middle-class family life-that allows 
you to see yourself as middle class and still dream of social mobility, 
of rising to a higher social rank. The presence of the aristocracy 
both sets in motion social desire and contains its disruptive effects. 
Rodolphe, Clemence, and Fleur-de-Marie are the reassuring presence 
of social hierarchy for middle-class readers whose desire for social 
mobility is matched only by their dread of social disorder. 
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